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Abstract (en)
[origin: CN205788915U] The utility model relates to an indication mechanism, it is used for showing the operating condition of executor (32) and has
a plurality of illuminating parts, the illuminating part is arranged with separating each other and is divided liftoff can electricly the operation mutually
illuminating part, this illuminating part hold in luminous chamber (14, 54 )In, should cover portion (2 by at least translucent, especially transparent
partly in luminous chamber, 42 )And with cover the portion (2, 42 )The carrier (4 that links to each other, 44 )Inject, wherein set leaded light sleeve
(6 for first illuminating part, 46 ), this leaded light sleeve is in first illuminating part and the portion of coveing (2, 42 )Between extend and formed
in luminous chamber (14, 54 )Interior first local chamber (24, 64 ) to between second illuminating part and third illuminating part, from leaded light
sleeve (6, 46 )Until the portion of coveing (2, 42 )It is used for the separation wall (8 with the local chamber follow third local chamber separation of
second to extend at least one, 48 ). The utility model discloses still relate to the executor that has the indication mechanism.
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